In extended care environments, Vintage Series Patient Cabinets census group areas. Accommodates a host of medication packaging types. Blends with your facility décor to maintain a home-like care setting.

- Removable lock system (available secondary lock for narcotics storage)
- Modular storage bins can be divided for drops, ointments, PRNs
- Lightweight aluminum with attractive finish

**MCS-PC Standard**

Wall Mount
Accommodates approximately 30 standard punch cards

Specifications
21”(w) 23”(h) 8.25”(d) 16 lbs

**MCL-PC Large**

Countertop Mount
Accommodates approximately 120 standard punch cards

Specifications
22”(w) 16”(h) 16”(d) 28 lbs
Punch card transfer trays standard

**Available Finishes**

- White Ash
- Chatsworth Oak
- Boston Cherry
- Antique Walnut
- Bison Gray

Specifications, availability and components are subject to change without notice.